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THE WORLD OF COLOR
IS YOURS TO DISCOVER

General Mills | Golden Valley, MN | Wall Mounted Fins | Décors: Custom
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Western Michigan University | Detroit, MI | Café Tables | Décor: Sunflower

Developed for visual impact and ideal for countless types of applications, the flexible and rich colors 

of the Luminous™ line make it easy to add a bold splash of color to any environment. 

Beautiful and functional, Luminous Resin Panels are well suited to interior and exterior environments, 
in both vertical and horizontal applications. This durable solid surface material can be refinished onsite 
to either a matte or gloss finish, increasing the longevity of every application.

STUNNING VERSATILITY

High Alpha | Indianapolis, IN | Wall Partitions | Décors: Glacier, Seaglass, Denim
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“Time Machine Called Tinaja” | Pheonix, AZ | Illuminated Sculpture | Décor: Santorini
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aubergine calypso

blossom adriatic

monarch dream

nutmeg windsor

horchata downtown

domino spectre (25% Opacity)

agave

orchid pacific

primrose santorini

currant cornflowerpecan tradewinds

sunset periwinkle

sunflowerhabanero gunmetal

lemon cricket

graphite

glacier (0% Opacity)

clover

hemlock

blush yonder

brûlée bermuda

vermilion denim

spice mulberry

sahara truffle

mimosa olivewood

honeydew

mermaid seaglass

flirt paradise

frontier lago

pomegranate moonflower

penny gargoyle

buff

briquette

olive

citizen

phantom (80% Opacity)bonsai

We collaborated with leading color consultant, trend forecaster, and Executive Director of the 

Pantone Color Institute, Leatrice Eiseman, to develop the initial Luminous color palette. Building 

off of this strong foundation, we have continuously expanded our selection of colors to include soft 

pastels, deep jewel tones, and earthy neutrals.

*Colors may differ between the page and the product. 
For the most accurate color, please consult physical samples.
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR COLOR 

INTENSIFY HUE
Luminous colors can be enhanced by specifying up to three layers of color.

1 LAYER SUNFLOWER
2 LAYERS SUNFLOWER

3 LAYERS SUNFLOWER
SUNFLOWER3

CREATE CUSTOM COLORS
Combine up to three layers of color for nearly endless possibilities.

LAYER 1 | ORCHID
LAYER 2 | CALYPSO

COMBINE LAYER 1 + LAYER 2

ORCHID + CALYPSO

LAYER 1 | BERMUDA LAYER 2 | SUNFLOWER

COMBINE LAYER 1 + LAYER 2 BERMUDA + SUNFLOWER

INCREASE OPACITY
Add an opaque backer to increase the depth of color, add sparkle, or conceal substrates and hardware.  

Add a semi-opaque Illume backer to diffuse lighting or modify translucency. 

LAYER 1 | CLOVER

LAYER 2 | SILVER SANDSTONE

COMBINE LAYER 1 + LAYER 2 CLOVER + SILVER SANDSTONE

Boynton Beach PD | Port Orange, FL | Exterior Feature | Décor: Calypso + Denim, Santorini
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Bearden Promenade | Charlotte, North Carolina | Illuminated Sculptures | Décors: Custom


